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Abstract

A general-purpose method is presented and implemented to express analytically one stationary configuration of an ideal 3D elastic rod when the end-to-end relative position and orientation are imposed. The mechanical equilibrium of such a rod is described by ordinary differential equations and parametrized by six scalar quantities. When one end of the rod is anchored, the analytical integration of these equations lead to one unique solution for given values of these six parameters. When the second end is also anchored, six additional nonlinear equations must be resolved to obtain parameter values that fit the targeted boundary conditions. We find one solution of these equations with a zero-finding algorithm, by taking initial guesses from a grid of potential candidates. We exhibit the symmetries of the problem, which reduces drastically the size of this grid and shortens the time of selection of an initial guess. The six variables used in the search algorithm, forces and moments at one end of the rod, are particularly adapted due to their unbounded definition domain. More than 850,000 tests are performed in a large region of configurational space, and in 99.9% of cases the targeted boundary conditions are reached with short computation time and a precision better than $10^{-5}$. We propose extensions of the method to obtain many solutions instead of only one, using numerical continuation or starting from different initial guesses.

Keywords: boundary value problem, search algorithm, equilibrium of elastic rods

1. Introduction

Elastic rod models are used in different domains at different length-scales: supercoiled DNA modeling [1], animal locomotion [2, 3] or vibrissal system [4, 5] simulation, chirurgical intervention [6], nonlinear springs designing [7] and marine cables guiding [8] are examples. In some applications as resolving the conformation of single-stranded nucleic acid structures [9–12], it is required to compute equilibrium configurations of elastic rods under specified geometric constraints. Such problems remain not entirely resolved and are the purpose of this paper.

The described work is done under the hypotheses of ideal elastica, where rods are taken inextensible, unshearable, isotropic, uniform and naturally straight and prismatic, with a hyperelastic material and linear constitutive relations. The Cosserat theory [13] is used to describe the configuration of these rods by the trajectory of their centre line together with a local reference frame, the Darboux frame, defined at each point of the trajectory and giving the orientation of cross-sections. Combining (i) the kinematic equations that describe the evolution of the Darboux frame along the trajectory, (ii) the equations of mechanical equilibrium and (iii) the constitutive relations between deformations and stresses, any rod configuration is characterized by 15 ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

Our global objective is to compute ideal 3D elastica configurations from imposed strong anchoring boundary conditions, i.e. relative position and orientation of the Darboux frame at both ends of the rod. Previous works [14–19] have demonstrated that the 15 ODEs of ideal elastica at equilibrium are integrable and have written closed form solutions as functions of a set of parameters. However, the influence of these parameters on the shape of the rod is complicated. As a consequence, finding the solution under strong anchoring boundary conditions can be achieved only by resolving a zero-finding problem, to obtain the parameters values that fit the targeted conditions. Many difficulties are encountered in such computations, due to the nonlinearity of the function to invert, as well as the complex constraints of its input space and the influence of initial guesses on convergence. Furthermore, several solutions of the problem may exist, but only one is usually obtained. To characterize the nonlinear behaviour that produces these different solutions, continuation techniques are particularly efficient [20–27]. Yet, these methods compute multidimensional manifolds, thus continuous solution spaces to systems with more variables than equations. Therefore, providing pertinent initial guesses remains necessary to obtain the discrete set of solutions upon imposed strong anchoring boundary conditions. In [28], an effective general approach is proposed to deform an elastic rod from an initial state to a targeted configuration through control of anchoring boundary conditions. Still our problem is different, with initial state not specified.
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and final configuration unknown. Rod solutions to some specific boundary conditions have been implemented \([29]\), but a general resolution is described in this article.

We provide a general method to express analytically one equilibrium configuration of ideal 3D elastica without self-contact that fulfill any arbitrary strong anchoring boundary conditions. Our approach is based on a complete formalisation of the equilibrium of rods, which has led to classifications of all shapes in a three-dimensional space \([30]\). In section \([2]\) our objective is transcribed into an inverse problem. Six quantities called clamping parameters (three distances and three angles) are defined to characterize the boundary conditions. Then, two complementary parametrizations of ideal elastica shapes are introduced, leading to two analytical forward functions \(q_1\) and \(q_2\) with the clamping parameters as output. Function \(q_1\) has six scalar inputs called physical parameters : they are dimensionless parameters from Landau et al. \([31]\), which completely describe a 3D rod at equilibrium. These six parameters can be restricted to five thanks to a rotational invariance. However, the definition space of \(q_1\) is bounded with non trivial frontiers. Function \(q_2\) requires six scalar inputs called loading parameters (three coordinates of force and three coordinates of moment) without dimensional restriction, but its unbounded input space, \(\mathbb{R}^6\), is particularly adapted for zero-finding algorithms. In section \([3]\) the inverse problem is solved using Newton-Raphson’s algorithm. Three definitions of the vector error are compared. To obtain a method that is at the same time efficient and robust, we found it best to take advantage of both functions, \(q_1\) (physical parameters) and \(q_2\) (loading parameters). The 5D function \(q_1\) is used to provide initial guesses, and the 6D function \(q_2\) is implemented in the search algorithm. One symmetry of \(q_1\) is used to increase the speed of the method. Results are exposed and discussed in section \([4]\). More than 850 000 inversions are tested, that sample systematically a whole region of input space. Only forceless rods and planar Euler elasticae are not tested, because they are singular and would probably behave better in a specific implementation. Once these particular cases moved apart, the targeted boundary conditions are reached in 99.9% of cases with a precision better than \(10^{-5}\). Extensions of the method are also proposed to compute many solutions instead of only one.

### 2. Formulation of the problem

#### 2.1. Equations of equilibrium of rods

Ideal 3D elastic rods are described in a global reference frame \(\{O, e_1, e_2, e_3\}\) by the trajectory of their centre line \(\{r(S) = OG(S), S \in [0, L]\}\) and the local Darboux reference frame \(\{G(S), d_{1,2,3}(S), S \in [0, L]\}\) attached to cross-sections. The unit vector \(d_3(S)\) is taken as the local tangent \(t(S)\) to the trajectory.

Inextensibility and unshearability allow to write (denoting with an apostrophe the derivative with respect to \(S\))

\[
r'(S) = t(S) = d_3(S).
\]  

The evolution of the Darboux frame along the trajectory is characterized by the Darboux vector \(\Omega\), through the relations

\[
d'_i(S) = \Omega(S) \times d_i(S).
\]  

Noting \(F\) the force and \(M\) the moment acting across each section, the mechanical equilibrium is given by \([31]\)

\[
\begin{cases}
F'(S) = 0 \\
M'(S) + t(S) \times F(S) = 0.
\end{cases}
\]  

Hyperelasticity translates into constitutive relations between \(\Omega\) and \(M\), involving the bending rigidity \(K_0\) and the torsion rigidity \(K_3\) so that

\[
M(S) = K_0 \Omega^{[d_3]}(S) + K_3 \Omega^{[d_3]}(S),
\]  

where \(\Omega^{[d_3]}(S)\) and \(\Omega^{[d_3]}(S)\) are the components of \(\Omega(S)\) respectively perpendicular and parallel to \(d_3(S)\).

\([1]\) to \([4]\) lead to 15 ordinary differential equations that are sufficient to describe entirely any ideal 3D elastic rod shape at equilibrium. Considering that boundaries \(r(S = 0)\) and \(d_3(S = 0)\) are set by the choice of the global reference frame, the trajectory and the Darboux reference frame are functions of six parameters related directly or not to \(F\) and \(M(S = 0)\). As a result, expressing an elastica in a given problem consists in finding the corresponding values of these parameters. Generally, this cannot be done analytically and should be computed numerically through a root-finding algorithm.

#### 2.2. Clamping parameters

In this article, we provide a method to express analytically the rod shapes of length \(L\), bending rigidity \(K_0\) and scaled torsional rigidity

\[
K_{30} = K_3/K_0
\]  

that fulfill given strong anchoring boundary conditions, i.e. relative position and orientation of the Darboux reference frame between arc-length coordinates \(S = 0\) and \(S = L\).
Such boundary conditions can be represented by the following list of parameters (see Figure 1):

\[ q = [\eta_1, \eta_2, \eta_3, \psi_R, \theta_R, \varphi_R]^T, \]

the first three parameters being related to the relative position

\[ \Delta r = r(L) - r(0) = \eta_1 L d_1(0) + \eta_2 L d_2(0) + \eta_3 L d_3(0) \]

and the last three being the ZYZ Euler angles that orientate the Darboux basis at \( S = L \) in the Darboux basis at \( S = 0 \). These six parameters are called clamping parameters.

![Figure 1: The six clamping parameters \( q \) that characterize strong anchoring boundary conditions, i.e. position and orientation of the Darboux frame at \( S = L \) in the Darboux frame at \( S = 0 \): \( (\eta_1, \eta_2, \eta_3) \) are the coordinates of the position divided by \( L \) and \( (\psi_R, \theta_R, \varphi_R) \) are the ZYZ Euler angles. By convention, \( d_2 \) of the Darboux reference frame is materialized on the surface of the rod with the light green color.](image)

The method proposed here to impose these anchoring conditions uses two complementary parametrizations of elastic rods that satisfy equations \([1] \) to \([4] \). They are presented in the following two subsections.

2.3. Physical parameters

The first parametrization was proposed by L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz \([31] \). In their formalism, the arc-length coordinate, \( s \), is defined with origin where \( \mathbf{F}, d_i \) and \( \mathbf{M} \) are coplanar. Equations are written in a judicious reference frame \( \mathfrak{L} = \{O, e_i, e_j, e_k\} \), positioned in relation to the point \( s = 0 \) of the trajectory:

\[ e_k = \frac{1}{F} \mathbf{F}, \quad e_i = -\mathbf{n}(0), \quad e_j = e_k \times e_i, \quad r(0) = \frac{1}{F} (\mathbf{M}(0) \cdot e_j) e_i, \]

where \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector of Frenet and \( F > 0 \) is the norm of the vector force \( \mathbf{F} \). Case \( F = 0 \) leads to helical rod trajectories and must be studied separately \([19] [30] \). Three dimensionless constants \( (\lambda, t_P, a) \) are identified, such that \( \forall \ s \in \mathbb{R} \):

\[ \lambda = \frac{1}{\sqrt{K_0 F}} \mathbf{M}(s) \cdot e_k, \]

\[ t_P = \frac{1}{\sqrt{K_0 F}} \mathbf{M}(s) \cdot d_3(s), \]

\[ a = \frac{2}{F} \mathbf{F} \cdot d_3(s) + \frac{1}{K_0 F} ||\mathbf{M}^{e_k}(s)||^2. \]

These constants are the three first integral of the problem, and parameter \( a \) is directly related to the Hamiltonian \([30] \). Then, the quantity \( \mu = \sqrt{K_0 / F} \) is used as unit of length and the ODEs are written using the cylindrical coordinates \( (\rho, \phi, z) \) of axis \( (O, e_k) \). The resulting expressions are integrated analytically \([16] [19] [30] \) from \(-\infty \) to \(+\infty \), leading to a full geometric and mechanical description of infinite rods : \( \forall \ s \in \mathbb{R}, \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{r}(s) &= \mu \mathbf{r}(s, \lambda, t_P, a) \\
(\psi, \theta, \varphi)(s) &= (\psi, \theta, \varphi)(s, \lambda, t_P, a, K_{30}) + (0, 0, \varphi_0) \\
(\mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M})(s) &= K_0 / \mu^2 (e_k, e_k \times \mathbf{r}(s) + \mu \lambda e_k)
\end{align*}
\]
where \((\psi, \theta, \varphi)\) are the \(YZZ\) Euler angles of the Darboux reference frame. Equations of geometry (12a) and (12b) have closed-form expressions involving Jacobi elliptic functions and integrals. Parameters \((\lambda, t_P, a)\) are sufficient to describe the infinite dimensionless trajectory \(\mathbf{p}(s)\), and the scaling factor \(\mu\) applies an homothetic transformation to set the geometry at the correct size. The radial coordinate \(\rho(s)\) is even, periodic with period \(s_{per}/\mu\) and strictly decreasing in \([0, s_{per}/2]\). Its dimensionless period \(s_{per}/\mu\) is known analytically as a function of \((\lambda, t_P, a)\). The value \(\varphi_0 = \varphi(s = 0)\) is required as a reference for the intrinsic rotation \(\varphi\) of the Darboux frame, as well as the scaled torsional rigidity \(K_{30}\) to describe the function \(\varphi(s)\).

Finally, two additional parameters \((s_{ini}/\mu, L/\mu)\) are necessary to select a part of infinite dimensionless trajectory, where \(s_{ini}/\mu\) is the starting arc-length coordinate of the finite rod and \(L/\mu\) is its nondimensionalized length. With this setting, the arc-length coordinate \(s \in \mathbb{R}\) of the infinite trajectory is related to the arc-length coordinate \(S \in [0, L]\) of the finite trajectory by

\[
s = s_{ini} + S. \tag{13}
\]

As a result, the six quantities

\[
\mathbf{p} = [\lambda, t_P, a, \varphi_0, s_{ini}/\mu, L/\mu]^T \tag{14}
\]

are sufficient to express analytically all finite dimensionless rod shapes of a given scaled torsional rigidity \(K_{30}\). The value of \(L\) is then required to obtain the dimensioned shape, along with the value of \(K_0\) to describe the mechanical state. The six quantities \(\mathbf{p}\) are called physical parameters.

The definition domain of all these parameters is not trivial. As \(\lambda\) and \(t_P\) are proportional to components of the moment, they are defined in all \(\mathbb{R}\). But it has been demonstrated in [30] that \(a\) is bounded below by a surface \(a_{Min}(\lambda, t_P)\), plotted in Figure 2. Then, angle \(\varphi_0\) varies in all \([0, 2\pi]\). Due to the periodicity, \(s_{ini}/\mu\) is limited to \([0, s_{per}/\mu]\). Obviously, \(L/\mu\) is positive.

Although the definition domain is difficult, this parametrization has significant advantages because it obeys to a hierarchy that leads to mathematical simplifications. In particular, the dimension of space can be reduced from six to five by noting with equation (12) that parameter \(\varphi_0\) yields only a shift in intrinsic rotation \(\varphi\). When the rod shape is expressed in the Darboux reference frame at \(S = 0\), this shift is accompanied by a rotation of the rod trajectory around its tangent at \(S = 0\). Thus, the transformation

\[
[\lambda, t_P, a, \varphi_0, s_{ini}/\mu, L/\mu]^T \mapsto [\lambda, t_P, a, \varphi_0 - \frac{s_{ini}}{\mu}, \frac{L}{\mu}]^T \tag{15}
\]

implies

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\eta_1 \\
\eta_2 \\
\eta_3 \\
\psi_R \\
\theta_R \\
\varphi_R
\end{bmatrix} \mapsto \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\varphi_0)\eta_1 - \sin(\varphi_0)\eta_2 \\
\sin(\varphi_0)\eta_1 + \cos(\varphi_0)\eta_2 \\
\eta_3 \\
\psi_R + \varphi_0 \\
\theta_R - \varphi_0 \\
\varphi_R - \varphi_0
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{16}
\]

As a consequence, the study can be limited to the rod shapes for which \(\eta_1 \geq 0\) and \(\eta_2 = 0\). Only five clamping parameters are then sufficient to characterize the boundary conditions,

\[
\mathbf{q}_{5D} = [\eta_1, \eta_3, \psi_R, \theta_R, \varphi_R]^T. \tag{17}
\]

In the same way, the five physical parameters

\[
\mathbf{p}_{5D} = [\lambda, t_P, a, s_{ini}/\mu, L/\mu]^T \tag{18}
\]

are sufficient to express the geometry: the value of \(\varphi_0\) that yields \(\eta_1 \geq 0\) and \(\eta_2 = 0\) is obtained readily using transformations (15) and (16). Finally, every elastic rod shape for which \(\eta_1 < 0\) or \(\eta_2 \neq 0\) can be related bijectively to a rod shape \(\eta_1 \geq 0\) and \(\eta_2 = 0\) through transformations (15) and (16), taking \(\varphi_a\) as (see Figure 1)

\[
\varphi_a = \begin{cases} 
\text{sign}(\eta_2)\pi/2 & \text{if } \eta_1 = 0 \\
arctan(\eta_2/\eta_1) & \text{if } \eta_1 > 0 \\
\pi + \arctan(\eta_2/\eta_1) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}. \tag{19}
\]

It results that six targeted clamping parameters \(\mathbf{q}\) can be imposed by inverting the 5D function (known analytically)

\[
\mathbf{q}_1 : \mathbb{D} \subset \mathbb{R}^5 \to \mathbb{R}^5
\]

\[
\mathbf{p}_{5D} \mapsto \mathbf{q}_{5D}. \tag{20}
\]

This dimensional reduction is possible because the classical Landau and Lifshitz formalism gathers all conformations with the same trajectory but with different Darboux frames.
2.4. Loading parameters

The second parametrization of rod shapes of length $L$, bending rigidity $K_0$ and scaled torsional rigidity $K_{30}$ is proposed with the components of the force and moment in the initial Darboux reference frame, $F_{10} = \mathbf{F} \cdot \mathbf{d}_i (S=0)$ and $M_{10} = \mathbf{M} (S=0) \cdot \mathbf{d}_i (S=0)$:

$$ f = [F_{10}, F_{20}, F_{30}, M_{10}, M_{20}, M_{30}]^T. $$

(21)

The six quantities in $f$, called loading parameters, are defined in all $\mathbb{R}^6$. Thus, the function

$$ q_2 : \mathbb{R}^6 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^6 $$

$$ f \mapsto q $$

(22)

is particularly robust for implementation in root-finding algorithms. Yet, it cannot be restricted to five dimensions as $q_1$.

This function is known analytically, because it is possible to build bijective relations between the loading parameters $f$ and the physical parameters $p$ defined in subsection 2.3. Consider a rod of length $L$, bending rigidity $K_0$ and scaled torsional rigidity $K_{30}$. Obviously, $f$ is deduced from $p$ as the physical parameters provide an entire geometric and mechanical description of the elastic rod through equations (12). Conversely, suppose that $f$ is known and $p$ is searched. Then the unit of length $\mu$, used in 2.3 is known as it is a function of $K_0$ and $F$. As a consequence, the dimensionless length $L/\mu$ is obtained readily, and parameters $(\lambda, \tau_p, a)$ are computed using equations [8] to [11]. Then, from the component of (12c) orthogonal to $e_k$ and its derivative with respect to $s$, it can be noticed that

$$ \rho_{ini} = \rho (s_{ini}) = || \mathbf{M} (S=0)^{1/\mu} || / F, $$

(23)

$$ \rho'_{ini} = \rho' (s_{ini}) = \frac{1}{\rho_{ini} F^2} \mathbf{d}_3 (S=0) \times \mathbf{M} (S=0) \cdot \mathbf{F}. $$

(24)

As defined above, $\rho (s)$ is the radial coordinate of the trajectory and $\rho' (s)$ is its derivative with respect to $s$. Thus, $s_{ini}$ is obtained by inverting equation (12a). As the function $\rho (s)$ is even, periodic with period $s_{per}$ and strictly decreasing in $[0, s_{per}/2]$ it follows that

$$ s_{ini} \equiv -\text{sign} (\rho'_{ini}) \rho^{-1} (\rho_{ini}) [s_{per}], $$

(25)

where $\rho^{-1} (\rho_{ini})$ is the unique preimage of $\rho_{ini}$ in $[0, s_{per}/2]$ under the function $\rho (s)$. This value is straightforward to obtain as $\rho (s)$ only involves the sinu function of Jacobi, whose inverse is defined analytically. Finally, to obtain the initial intrinsic rotation $\varphi_0$, the directors $\mathbf{d}_i (s = s_{ini})$ are written in Landau’s reference frame $\mathcal{L} = \{ \mathbf{e}_i, e_j, e_k \}$ defined by equations (8). This is trivial for $\mathbf{d}_1$ because parameters $\{ \lambda, \tau_p, a, \mu \}$ has been obtained, which provides the expression of the trajectory in $\mathcal{L}$. For $\mathbf{d}_1$, $\mathbf{F}$ and $\mathbf{M}$ are expressed in $\mathcal{L}$ using equation (12c), and their expression in the Darboux frame at $s = s_{ini}$ (equivalently $S = 0$) imply

$$ \mathbf{d}_1 (s_{ini}) = \frac{F_{10} \mathbf{F} \cdot \mathbf{d}_3 - F_{20} \mathbf{d}_3 \times \mathbf{F} \cdot \mathbf{d}_3}{F_{10}^2 + F_{20}^2} (s_{ini}) $$

(26)

$$ = \frac{M_{10} \mathbf{M} \cdot \mathbf{d}_3 - M_{20} \mathbf{d}_3 \times \mathbf{M} \cdot \mathbf{d}_3}{M_{10}^2 + M_{20}^2} (s_{ini}). $$

(27)

Then $\mathbf{d}_2 = \mathbf{d}_3 \times \mathbf{d}_1$. With $\mathbf{d}_1 (s_{ini})$ written in $\mathcal{L}$, the intrinsic rotation $\varphi (s_{ini})$ is obtained and equation (12b) yields

$$ \varphi_0 = \varphi (s_{ini}) - \varphi (s_{ini}, \lambda, \tau_p, a, K_{30}). $$

(28)

Although analytic expressions are faster, it is sometimes more interesting to integrate equations (1) to (4) numerically to avoid singularities. In this case, the geometry can be expressed directly in $\{ G, d_{i=1,2,3} \} (S=0)$ with the loading parameters $f$. It is then straightforward to obtain the clamping parameters $q$. Such numerical integration is better for elastic rods $\tau_p = \pm \lambda$, where singularities are observed in the analytic equations. This is why it is automatically chosen when $|\tau_p \pm \lambda| < 10^{-2}$, using the Bulirsch-Stoer method with Richardson’s extrapolation [32,33].

3. Resolution of the inverse problem

The problem exposed in 2.2 i.e. imposing strong anchoring conditions to elastic rods, has been translated in 2.3 and 2.4 into the inversion of function $q_1$ or $q_2$. To compute a rod of clamping parameters $q$, one has to find values of the five physical parameters $p_{5,6}$ such that $q_1 (p_{5,6}) = q_2$ or of the six loading parameters $f$ such that $q_2 (f) = q$. Before going further, note that this problem only depends on $K_{30} = K_3 / K_0$ and not on the values of $L$ and $K_0$. Indeed, the clamping parameters have been defined in [6] with distances divided by $L$, so that any change of rod length can be obtained by an homothetic transformation. Regarding the bending rigidity $K_0$, it has no influence on the geometry but only on the mechanical state, because the imposed conditions $q$ are geometric constraints. In this article, the value of $K_{30}$ is taken at $K_{30} = 1$. 
The proposed method of inversion makes use of Newton-Raphson’s algorithm. Three definitions of the error, described in subsection 3.1, are compared. Then, the key idea is to use the 5D analytic function \( q_1 \) to provide initial guesses to the algorithm (subsection 3.2) and the 6D analytic/numeric function \( q_2 \) to invert (subsection 3.3). Tests and results are exposed and discussed in section 4.

3.1. Error definitions

In an iterative process, proper definition of the error function \( \epsilon \) to minimize is crucial. Noting \( \mathbf{q} \) the current clamping parameters and \( \mathbf{q} \) the target, it should verify

\[
\epsilon(\mathbf{q}) = 0 \iff \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q}.
\]

(29)

A first proposition for \( \epsilon(\mathbf{q}) \) would be

\[
\epsilon_1(\mathbf{q}) = \mathbf{q} - \mathbf{q}.
\]

(30)

This definition is simple and fast, but the discontinuities of Euler angles, defined in finite intervals, may cause divergences of the method. Other choices of angular error are possible by comparing in the same reference frame the unit vectors \( \mathbf{d}_i \) and \( \mathbf{d}_i \), oriented by the Euler angles in \( \mathbf{q} \) and \( \mathbf{q} \) respectively. In particular, projected angles are defined as follows:

\[
\epsilon_2(\mathbf{q}) = [\eta_1 - \eta_1, \eta_2 - \eta_2, \eta_3 - \eta_3, \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3]^T,
\]

(31)

where \( (\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) \) are signed angles such that

\[
\theta_1 = \left( \mathbf{d}_2, \mathbf{d}_2 \right), \theta_2 = \left( \mathbf{d}_3, \mathbf{d}_3 \right), \theta_3 = \left( \mathbf{d}_1, \mathbf{d}_1 \right).
\]

If Newton-Raphson’s algorithm initiates from rod shapes close to the solution, these angles are small and discontinuities can be avoided by defining them in \([-\pi, \pi]\). Finally, a third definition is proposed by considering the rotation about unit vector \( \mathbf{u} \) and of angle \( \gamma \in [0, \pi] \) that transforms basis \( \{\mathbf{d}_i\} \) into \( \{\mathbf{d}_i\} \):

\[
\epsilon_3(\mathbf{q}) = [\eta_1 - \eta_1, \eta_2 - \eta_2, \eta_3 - \eta_3, \psi_1, \psi_2, \psi_3]^T,
\]

(32)

where \( \mathbf{v} = \psi_1 \mathbf{d}_1 + \psi_2 \mathbf{d}_2 + \psi_3 \mathbf{d}_3 = \sin(\gamma/2) \mathbf{u} \).

These three error functions can also be defined for 5D clamping parameters \( \mathbf{q}_{5D} \) and \( \mathbf{q}_{5D} \).

3.2. Initial guesses

One difficulty with Newton-Raphson’s algorithm is that the user must provide initial values of physical parameters \( \mathbf{p} \) sufficiently close to the solution. To address this issue, a grid \( \mathcal{G} \) of initial guesses is built using the function \( q_1 \) rather than \( q_2 \), because it is five-dimensional and because it can be restricted further by using symmetries and classifications presented in [30]. A subset \( \mathcal{G} \) of the definition domain \( \mathcal{D} \) is discretized, and for each point of the resulting discrete space \( \mathcal{D}_d \subset \mathcal{G} \), the corresponding image under \( q_1 \) is computed:

\[
\mathcal{G} = \{ (\mathbf{p}_{5D}, q_1(\mathbf{p}_{5D})) \mid \mathbf{p}_{5D} \in \mathcal{D}_d \}.
\]

(33)

The grid \( \mathcal{G} \) is computed only once, then stored and used for any boundary conditions by choosing as initial guess the element \( \mathbf{p}_{5D} \) of \( \mathcal{D}_d \) whose image is the closest to the targeted clamping parameters \( \mathbf{q}_{5D} \). This method is simple, but it is time-consuming as it requires to scan entirely the grid \( \mathcal{G} \). Furthermore, only rod solutions in the subset \( \mathcal{G} \) have a significant chance to be obtained, and the convergence will be improved by reducing the step of discretization. Thus, a compromise between high resolution, high boundaries of \( \mathcal{G} \) and low number of elements in \( \mathcal{G} \) must be found.

This is a strong justification to use the 5D function \( q_1 \) rather than the 6D function \( q_2 \) in order to reduce drastically the total size of the grid. Then, to obtain initial guesses faster, the distance is evaluated through the norm of the fastest error function \( \epsilon_1 \), even if \( \epsilon_2 \) or \( \epsilon_3 \) is used in the inversion algorithm. Finally, it is possible to reduce the number of points of the grid \( \mathcal{G} \) by using the symmetries of \( q_1 \). Due to the properties of elliptic functions, it can be demonstrated that the transformation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\lambda, t_p, a, \frac{s_{ini}}{\mu} \frac{L}{\mu} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
-\lambda, -t_p, a, \frac{s_{ini}}{\mu} \frac{L}{\mu} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

implies

\[
[\eta_1, \eta_3, \psi_R, \theta_R, \varphi_R]^T \rightarrow [\eta_1, \eta_3, 2\pi - \psi_R - \varphi_R, 2\pi - \varphi_R]^T.
\]

(34)

(35)

With this property, it is possible to construct grids \( \mathcal{G} \) whose elements \( q_1(\mathbf{p}_{5D}) \) are such that \( \varphi_R \leq \pi \). For targeted clamping parameters with \( \varphi_R > \pi \), the inverse of transformation (35) must be applied before using Newton-Raphson’s algorithm with such grids. When the algorithm is completed, transformation (34) is applied to obtain the solution.
3.3. Inversion

Once given an initial set of physical parameters, the corresponding values of loading parameters $f_0$ are calculated and used to start Newton-Raphson’s algorithm [32] (see algorithms 1 and 2). The Jacobian matrix $J$ is computed numerically at each incrementation of variable $f_s$ using a second-order central finite difference. As the convergence is highly dependent on the accuracy of this finite-difference scheme, the step $h$ must be chosen carefully. Thus, the value $h = 10^{-5}||f_s||$ is taken by default and if the algorithm diverges, it is restarted using Ridders’ iterative method [34] to calculate the derivatives. The Jacobian matrix is used to compute the Newton step $d = \delta f_s$ such that the approximate error at order 1 vanishes at $f_s + d$. To ensure the convergence of the algorithm, a line search is performed using Armijo’s rule [35]. It consists of imposing a condition of linear decreasing at each step (see algorithm 2 line 7). If this condition is not satisfied by the Newton step, a suitable step is taken by backtracking gradually along the descent direction $d/||d||$. Yet for critical points where the determinant of $J$ is null or very close to zero, it may occur that no suitable step is obtained. As function $q_2$ is nonlinear and non-convex and because the dimension is high, such points may occur frequently [36, 37]. When they are met, Newton-Raphson’s algorithm is stopped (algorithm 1 line 12) and restarted after modifying the initial guess with the function

$$\begin{bmatrix} \lambda, t_p, a, \frac{s_{ini}}{\mu}, Lf_s^T \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \lambda, t_p, a, \frac{s_{ini}}{\mu} + \frac{n_{ini}}{10}, s_{per}, L \end{bmatrix}^T.$$

(36)

At most nine other points are tested to initiate the algorithm, with $n_{ini} \in \{1, ..., 9\}$. These initial guesses are relatively close to the first one, which is close to the solution, and we observed that modifying parameter $s_{ini}$ often suffices to avoid the singularity.

Algorithm 1 Newton-Raphson’s algorithm. The notation $||\cdot||_\infty$ line 4 stands for the maximum norm of a vector, i.e. the highest absolute value of its components.

1: $f_s \leftarrow f_0$
2: $f_{old} \leftarrow f_s$
3: for $i \leftarrow 0, 40$ do ▶ Impose a maximum of 41 iterations to avoid infinite loops
4: if $||\epsilon q_2(f_s)||_\infty < \epsilon_c$ then ▶ Return $f_s$ if the error is close to null vector 0
5: \hspace{1cm} return $f_s$
6: end if
7: $C \leftarrow 0.5 \epsilon (q_2(f_s))^2$ ▶ Evaluate scalar cost
8: $J \leftarrow \frac{d\epsilon}{df}(f_s)$ ▶ Compute the Jacobian matrix
9: $g \leftarrow J^T\epsilon(f_s)$ ▶ Compute the gradient
10: $d \leftarrow -J^{-1}\epsilon(f_s)$ ▶ Compute the Newton step
11: LineSearch($f_s, d, g$) ▶ See algorithm 2
12: if $f_{old} = f_s$ then ▶ Stop algorithm if the line search step is null
13: \hspace{1cm} return
14: end if
15: end for
16: return $f_s$

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Indicators of performance

Finally, the method is tested on a large number of inversions. As explained in subsection 3.2 a grid $\mathcal{G}$ must be constructed to provide initial guesses. It follows that only rod solutions in a subset $\mathcal{G}$ of the definition domain of $q_1$ are expected to be obtained. As a consequence, the image of $\mathcal{G}$ under $q_1$ should be known to ensure that there exists rods in $\mathcal{G}$ that fit the targeted anchoring conditions. As this image may be difficult to characterize, one procedure to test exclusively the efficiency of the inversion - and not the existence of a solution - is to discretise a test subset $\mathcal{G}_d \subset \mathcal{G}$ and for each point $p_{5D}$ of the resulting discrete space $\mathcal{G}_d \subset \mathcal{G}$, apply the following testing path:

$$p_{5D} \rightarrow q_1 \rightarrow q_1^{-1} \rightarrow p_{5D} \rightarrow q_1 \rightarrow q_{5D}.$$

(37)
Algorithm 2 Backtracking line search with Armijo’s rule [35].

1: function LineSearch($f_s, d, g$)  
2:  $\tau \leftarrow 0.45$ ▷ Take 45\% of the current step at each iteration  
3:  $\omega \leftarrow 10^{-4}$ ▷ Adjust the slope of the imposed linear decrease of error  
4:  for $j \leftarrow 0, 50$ do ▷ Impose a maximum of 51 iterations to avoid infinite loops  
5:    $t \leftarrow \tau^j$ ▷ Take the Newton step $d$ ($j = 0$) or decrease the step ($j \geq 1$)  
6:    $C^+ \leftarrow 0.5 \epsilon (q_2(f_s + td))^2$ ▷ Pick scalar cost  
7:    if $C^+ - C < \omega \cdot t \cdot g \cdot d$ then ▷ Update $f_s$ if the cost function has decreased sufficiently (Armijo’s rule)  
8:        $f_{old} \leftarrow f_s$  
9:        $f_s \leftarrow f_s + t \cdot d$  
10:       return  
11:    end if  
12:  end for  
13:  end function

Mapping $q_1$ to obtain $q_{5D}$ and $\overline{q}_{5D}$ is always carried out with analytical expressions. This generates the set of inversions

$$\mathcal{L} = \{(p_{5D}, q_{5D}, \overline{p}_{5D}, \overline{q}_{5D}), p_{5D} \in \mathcal{S}_d\}. \quad (38)$$

From this set, three indicators of performance are defined. First, the rate of success at $10^{-5}$ indicates the percentage of points in $\mathcal{L}$ that satisfy

$$\|q_{5D} - \overline{q}_{5D}\|_\infty < 10^{-5}, \quad (39)$$

where $\|\cdot\|_\infty$ is the maximum norm, i.e. the highest absolute value of the components. Second, the average time taken by one inversion is the total time of set $\mathcal{L}$ generation divided by the number of elements. Third, the average number of iterations gives the convergence speed of the inversion algorithm. The computations are performed on a Intel i7-5930K, 3.5GHz.

4.2. Initialization grid

Figure 2 shows the region of space $\mathfrak{S}$ in which the initialization grid is generated, as projected on space $\{\lambda, t_P, a\}$. This region is characterized by its size $l \in \mathbb{N}$:

$$p_{5D} \in \mathfrak{S} \iff \begin{cases} (\lambda, t_P) \in [-l, l]^2 \\ a \in [a_{Min}(\lambda, t_P), l^2] \\ s_{ini}/\mu \in [0, 0.95 s_{per}/\mu] \\ L/\mu \in [0.1, s_{per}/\mu] \end{cases}. \quad (40)$$

The upper bound $l^2$ for $a$ has been chosen to be always greater than the lower bound $a_{Min}(\lambda, t_P)$. The dimensionless length $L/\mu$ is limited to one period. Considering the general geometric structure of ideal elastica’s equilibrium configurations [33] it appears sufficient for many applications, but solutions with larger $L/\mu$ may then be obtained by numerical continuation. Space $\mathfrak{S}$ is discretized using the same constant step $\delta$ for each physical parameter $p_i$, always starting from the lower bound as exposed in Figure 2. Yet if symmetry rule [33] is used, parameter $t_P$ is taken from 0 to $l$ and transformation [34] is applied to ensure $\varphi_R \leq \pi$. Furthermore, we noticed during the implementation that all points $t_P = 0$ are singular, i.e. yield null determinant of the Jacobian matrix. Thus, these points are replaced in the initialization grid by points $t_P = 10^{-3}$, without changing the other physical parameters.

4.3. Tested points

The set $\mathcal{L}$ of inversions is constructed carefully to ensure that tested points are different from initial guesses. In this objective, the bounds of the covered space $\mathcal{S} \subseteq \mathfrak{S}$ are positioned at a distance $\delta/2$ from those of $\mathfrak{S}$ (see Figure 2). Then, the same constant step of discretization $\alpha \delta$ is used for all physical parameters. This implies that the number of tested inversions cannot be imposed, but it can be regulated with the value of $\alpha$. This value is chosen such that the number of intervals for parameters $\lambda$ and $t_P$ is exactly $2l + 1$, thus

$$\alpha_1 = \frac{2l - \delta}{(2l + 1)\delta}. \quad (41)$$

Yet, when the computational time is sufficiently short, a smaller value $\alpha_2 = \alpha_1/2$ is used to test more inversions. To avoid trivial trajectories, only rod shapes that satisfy

$$\|\Delta r\|/L < 0.95 \quad (42)$$
Figure 2: Description of the initial guesses \( \mathbf{p}_{lD} \in \Phi_d \subset \Phi \) used to compute the grid \( \mathcal{G} \) through equation (33) and of the corresponding tested points \( \mathbf{p}_{lD} \in \delta_D \subset \delta \) from which path (17) is applied and set \( \mathcal{L} \) is generated. (a) Plot of the lower bound surface \( a_{Min}(\lambda, t_P) \) that delimits the definition domain of \( q_1 \) together with the boundaries of \( \Phi \) characterized by size \( l \in \mathbb{N} \). (b) The discretization of \( \Phi \) and \( \delta \) is achieved in each dimension within the bounds \((g_1, g_2)\) of \( \Phi \) and \((h_1, h_2)\) of \( \delta \) respectively; \( \mathbf{p}_k \) \((k = 1...5)\) stands for \( \alpha, \lambda, t_P, s_{ini}/\mu \) or \( L/\mu \). Dots represent the initial guesses, evenly spaced from the lower bound \( q_1 \) with the same step \( \delta \) in each dimension. Crosses represent the tested points, generated similarly from \( h_1 \) with the step \( \alpha \delta \).

are maintained in the sets of inversions. Rods \( \lambda = t_P = 0 \), which correspond to planar Euler elastica, are not tested because they are singular: this special case must be implemented separately.

4.4. Assessments

A first series of tests is achieved to study the influence of the discretization step \( \delta \) and compare the three error definitions of subsection 3.1. Four initialization grids are tested, with the same size \( \lambda, \delta, t_P \) and with or without the symmetry. This yields \( 797 \) \( 138 \) inversions, and for each of the ten resulting sets \( \mathcal{L} \) the rate of success increased from \( 94\% \) to \( 94.9\% \) and the time per inversion decreased from \( 263 \) ms to \( 171 \) ms. Finally, considering success rate, speed and number of iterations, the value \( \delta = 0.5 \) is a good setting regardless of the definition of the error.

A second series of tests is performed to evaluate both the effect of using symmetry (34) and of increasing the size \( l \) of the space \( \Phi \) in which initial guesses are generated. Ten initialization grids are tested with error \( \epsilon_2 \), step \( \delta = 0.5 \), five values of \( \lambda \) and with or without the symmetry. This yields \( 797 \) \( 138 \) inversions, and for each of the ten resulting sets \( \mathcal{L} \) the rate of success is \( 99.9\% \). The average time per inversion is plotted in Figure 4. As critical points \( t_P = \pm \lambda \) prompt numerical integration instead of analytical one (see end of 2.4), they slow down the inversion. Thus the percentage of rods \( t_P = \pm \lambda \) among tested points is also given for a better assessment of the results. As expected, size \( l \) increases the time of inversion due to the search of initial guesses in a larger grid. This holds true even though the ratio of time consuming points \( t_P = \pm \lambda \) is lowered. Only one exception is encountered between \( l = 2 \) and \( l = 3 \), where the influence
Figure 3: Rate of success, average time per inversion in ms and average number of iterations for the three error definitions proposed in 3.1 and initialization grids of same size $l = 2$ and different steps $\delta = 2$ ($\alpha_1$, 3622 inversions), $\delta = 1$ ($\alpha_1$, 2154 inversions), $\delta = 0.5$ ($\alpha_2$, 53170 inversions), $\delta = 0.25$ ($\alpha_2$, 50946 inversions). The scaled torsional rigidity is set at $K_{30} = 1$.

The image under $q_1$ of the discrete set $\mathcal{H}_d$ of tested points is plotted in Figure 5, in the case where the initialization grid $G$ has a size $l = 2$ and a discretization step $\delta = 0.5$. This shows the set of clamping parameter values that have been tested and reached. We noticed that the boundaries of this space are not changed when $l$ is increased at $l = 10$ or when the length of the rod is extended up to four periods. Thus, the boundary conditions reached in this article are quite well representative of the equilibrium configurations of ideal 3D elastic rods.
First solution $\phi_R = 2.2$

$\phi_R = 3.3$

$\phi_R = 4.6$

Second solution $\phi_R = 2.2 + (2\pi)$

Rod color convention is as in legend to Figure 1. The computations are made with a scaled torsional rigidity $b = 1$.

Figure 5: Plot of the values of clamping parameters that are targeted for grid size $l = 2$ and discretization step $\delta = 0.5$. The observed heterogeneity results from scanning regularly the input space $\delta$ instead of the output space. Tests are performed only for points $\eta_1 \geq 0$ and $\eta_2 = 0$, from which all other points can be obtained using the rotational symmetry exhibited by equations (15) and (16). To highlight the intricate dependence of targeted Euler angles on targeted relative positions, the plot $(\eta_1, \eta_2)$ is divided in four regions and the corresponding values of $(\psi_R, \theta_R)$ are plotted separately. Because it is difficult to visualize a 5D space, $\phi_R$ is not plotted.

4.5. Extensions of the method

The results of the two series of tests performed in section 4 show that our method is efficient to provide one analytical rod expression for given strong anchoring conditions. It is then possible to obtain other solutions by numerical continuation in parameters $(\psi_R, \theta_R, \phi_R)$. An example is given in Figure 6, where a second solution is obtained by adding one turn on $\phi_R$. The rod solutions computed with this strategy may be distinguished using the net winding $\mathcal{L}_p$ introduced by Berger and Prior (38 39). This quantity is a generalization of the linking number to heterogeneity results from scanning regularly the input space $\delta$ instead of the output space. Tests are performed only for points $\eta_1 \geq 0$ and $\eta_2 = 0$, from which all other points can be obtained using the rotational symmetry exhibited by equations (15) and (16). To highlight the intricate dependence of targeted Euler angles on targeted relative positions, the plot $(\eta_1, \eta_2)$ is divided in four regions and the corresponding values of $(\psi_R, \theta_R)$ are plotted separately. Because it is difficult to visualize a 5D space, $\phi_R$ is not plotted.

Figure 6: Example of numerical continuation in parameter $\varphi_R$ with $q = \{-0.4, -0.1, 0.5, 4.8, 1.4, 2.2\}$. Starting from a first solution $p = \{-0.3, -0.2, -0.7, 3.4, 0.5, 4.8\}$, $\varphi_R$ is increased progressively using algorithms 3 and 4 initialized at the current elastic rod. After an entire turn, a second solution $p = \{1.1, 1.5, 3.1, 0.64, 1.8, 3.3\}$ is obtained. Rod color convention is as in legend to Figure 1. The computations are made with a scaled torsional rigidity $K_{30} = 1$.

Two solutions of the same boundary conditions, obtained by adding or removing turns on Euler angles $(\psi_R, \theta_R, \phi_R)$, will have net windings that differ by an integer. For instance, the first solution shown in Figure 6 is such that $\mathcal{L}_p = 0.1$, and the second one verify $\mathcal{L}_p = 1.1$. The difference between the two net windings is one, indicating that there is exactly one more turn in the second solution. Yet, this strategy is not sufficient to compute all elastic rod shapes corresponding to given strong anchoring conditions: there may exists different solutions with the same value of net winding, as illustrated below.

To obtain more solutions, another idea is to use several initial guesses from which Newton’s method will converge towards different roots. This is relevant because each solution has potentially a large set of initial points, called its
Figure 1: Example of four elastic rods that satisfy the boundary conditions \( q = \{0, 0, 0, 7, 2\pi \times 0.42, 0, 0\} \) for a scaled torsional rigidity \( K_{30} = 0.7 \). These are quite particular constraints as the two end tangents are aligned. As a consequence, the result does not depend on parameter \( \varphi_0 \), whose value is set at 3 for each solution. To obtain the values of \( p_{3D} \), the \( k = 180 \) initial guesses of grid \( G \) whose clamping parameters are the closest to the targeted ones are used to initiate search algorithm. Among these initial guesses, only seven lead to singular points. All others lead to solutions, but some solutions are obtained several times. Two solutions are considered equal if the maximum norm of the difference of their physical parameters is lower than \( 10^{-1} \). After eliminating these duplicates, 32 solutions are obtained. By selecting only the ones with a dimensionless length \( L/\mu \) smaller than three times the period \( s_{per}/\mu \), ten solutions remain. Four of them are plotted in Figure 7: they are two pairs of elastic rods with the same net winding, but different writhe and different twist. Note that the difference between the two values of net winding is an integer, thus one solution \( L_p = -1.58 \) may be obtained from a solution \( L_p = 0.42 \) by numerical continuation on Euler angles.

Figure 7: Example of four elastic rods that satisfy the boundary conditions \( q = \{0, 0, 0, 7, 2\pi \times 0.42, 0, 0\} \), computed from four of the 180 initial guesses of grid \( G \) whose clamping parameters are the closest to the targeted ones, \( q \). For each solution, the rank of the initial guess (IG) used (all 180 are ordered by increasing error) and the value of the net winding \( L_p \) are indicated. The computations are made with a scaled torsional rigidity \( K_{30} = 0.7 \). The values of physical parameters \( p_{3D} \) are : \( \{-0.4, 0.2, 0.8, 0.2, 6.4\} \) (IG 6), \( \{-0.1, 0.2, -0.8, 0.3, 9.7\} \) (IG 25), \( \{0.6, -1.3, 3.0, 0.7, 4.1\} \) (IG 51), \( \{-0.2, -0.2, 2.0, 6.4, 13.3\} \) (IG 175). Rod color convention is as in legend to Figure 3.

These two strategies, whose results are shown in Figures 6 and 7, are interesting possibilities to find many rod shapes with imposed boundary conditions. Then, the shapes can be classified using quantities as the net winding, the number of periods or the elastic energy of the rod. Further studies must be carried out to reduce the computation cost of these strategies. For example, the second one may be improved by stopping algorithm as soon as the number of period is beyond a chosen limit, or when a local minimum is detected. However, an entire resolution of the boundary value problem, with all pertinent solutions determined, remains a difficult matter beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusion

A general approach is presented to compute the equilibrium configurations of ideal 3D elastic rods with specified strong anchoring boundary conditions, i.e. end-to-end relative position and orientation of the Darboux frame attached to sections. This translates into an inverse problem that we have formulated with two forward functions, \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \), whose output space is the set of all possible boundary conditions. They have been expressed analytically. On the first hand, the 5D function \( q_1(p) \) is derived from L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz and possesses symmetry properties. With these properties, the problem has been restricted from six to five dimensions and the work space has been reduced to \( t_{p} \geq 0 \). Initial guesses have been provided efficiently by constructing an initialization grid in the five-dimensional
input space of $q_1$. This grid consists in a set of values of physical parameters $p$ associated to their image under $q_1$. In a broad perspective, these initial guesses are required whatever numerical method is developed (root-finding, continuation or finite elements). On the other hand, the 6D function $q_2(f)$ is particularly suited to numerical methods as it is defined in all $\mathbb{R}^6$. This is why it has been implemented in Newton-Raphson’s algorithm.

The two performed series of tests amount to more than 850,000 inversions. In 99.9% of cases, the targeted boundary conditions have been attained with a minimum precision of $10^{-5}$. This rate of success has been obtained for all three tested definitions of the error. The solutions are formulated through values of physical parameters $p$, which gives an entire geometric and mechanical description of the rod configuration in analytical form. We have obtained an optimal value of the discretization step of the initialization grid, $\delta = 0.5$, which maximizes the success rate and minimizes the computational cost. For $\delta = 0.5$, the success rate remains constant when increasing the characteristic size $l$ of the exploration space from $l = 2$ to $l = 10$. The augmentation of computational time due to larger initialization grids has been plotted.

The strategy we have proposed can be improved in several manners. First, a detailed analysis of function $q_1$ may help estimate the region of input space where the solutions are and restrict the size of the initialization grid. Especially, the classifications obtained in $\mathbb{R}^6$ may be used. Second, the proposed extensions to obtain many other solutions should be tested on more examples and rendered more efficient. In particular, the inversion could be enhanced by using more robust root-finding methods. Criteria must be defined to identify irrelevant initial guesses. Statistical studies of the initialization grid would probably help select relevant ones. The work proposed here is a serious move forward in the solution of this difficult two-point boundary value problem. Some novel ideas exposed will give rise to further developments.
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